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This homebuilt aircraft is now suspended from the ceiling of Sawyer International Airport, Gwinn, MI. Pictured to the left is a younger Elton A. Barnum,
who is the creator of this piece of flying art.

Oshkosh EAA
Flea Event
Date: Friday
August, 1
2003. Same
old early
morning.

Plane on display in Gwinn, MI
Editor’s note: This story
was submitted by Gerald
L. Hanninen, a close
friend of Elton Barnum.
By Gerald L. Hanninen
This past summer,
while on my way
through the Sawyer

International Airport, I
spotted a Mignet Flying
Flea on display in the
concourse. The typical
features: short fuselage
and two large wings in
tandem; set up on a tricycle landing gear and
sporting a four cylinder,

two cycle engine. It was
the engine that gave it
all away: “Well, Barney,
you finally did it,” I said
out loud. I knew who
the builder was even
before I read the placard. The red fuselage
Continued on pg. 4 - ON DISPLAY
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My life journey
Story of a prolific Pou builder
By Michel Jacquet
Translation: Paul Pontois

Mignet's son and ordered a set of
HM-360 plans. Waiting for their delivery, I was already reading "The Sport
of Air", the famous Mignet book, the
bible of every Flea enthusiast.
Then one day in 1989, Bernard
Domont called me to say that a
small Flying Flea, a modified HM293, was for sale. I purchased it
and, as advised by Bernard, I carefully put the plane back into the
standard Pou configuration.

I came late to light aviation, in
1981.
I was previously a motocross
competitor, twice winning the
French military championship.
That was enough to fill my spare
time. Getting on in years, I decided
to choose a quieter pastime.
After several years building aircraft models, I was privileged to
meet Bernard Domont, an exceptional man, whom I still consider
my master.
At Villeneuve-sur-Lot airport, in
front of the hangars, I saw an
extraordinary airplane built by
Bernard: a beautiful HM-381,
motorized with a Salmson radial.
I was introduced to Bernard and
he invited me to fly with him, an
unforgettable moment! He let me
hold the stick, even though I never
had done it before. I found out that
it was quite easy. The Pou obeyed
my commands! I was converted!
Full of enthusiasm, I got in touch
with Pierre Mignet, the late Henri

In June 1989, I started the first
taxi tests, which ended with a
ground loop and a broken tailwheel. I repaired the plane and I
continued my experiments on
Montargis airport's runway, as I
had been transferred to another
base. (I was, at the time, an officer
in the French Army)
Following the method that
Henri Mignet explains so well in
his book, I made my first flight and
felt that unforgettable sensation
you get when you fly your own aircraft. Then flight after flight followed until 1993 when I felt the
need to build another Flying-Flea.
I told Pierre Mignet of my intentions to build a HM-360 that would
have an empty weight lower than
330 pounds. "Impossible", Pierre
replied, "this aircraft is designed to
be 480 to 500 pounds".
I accepted the challenge; I chose
a light engine, I selected
appropriate wood
and materials, I built
very carefully and I
achieved my aim. My
HM-360 has an empty
weight of 328 lbs. I made
the maiden flight in April
1994, and ever since then, I
have felt the same pleasure
each time I fly.

In the fall of 94, I met Guy
Chéreau who told me: "I would
like to have a Flying-Flea, but I am
a good-for-nothing." I offered to
build a Pou-du-Ciel for him and
together we built a Bifly, with
which he has made many flights.
Transferred again by the Army to
Agen, I joined the Dunes Flying Club
and in 1997, I suggested organizing a
Flying-Flea convention.
In 1999, I retired from the Army
and René Mouliné, a member of
my club, asked me to build a HM293 for him with a Citroën Visa
engine with reduction gear.
Though too heavy for my taste, it
flies perfectly.
Next was J-C Rivière, our club's
cook, who also wanted his own
Flying-Flea. He chose the Landray
Visa-Pou, upon which I installed a
Briggs and Stratton engine with
reduction gear. The result was
excellent and this aircraft performs
quite well.
I then bought the Mécano-Pou
frame, whose landing gear had not
been built in conformity with
accepted practice and had failed,
damaging the aircraft. I rebuilt it
and, renamed "Pou-Shark"; it is now
residing with HMS in Brodhead.
Continued on page 5

HM-293 of Rene Mouline, just before
its maiden flight
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News from you

POU,
Love your newsletter. Keep up the
good work. I sent two snap shots of
my ultralight Flea in the air. I have
about 50 hours on mine. It flys great!

Danny Ebers
PO Box 221
New London, MO 63459

POU RENEW,
I am not flying now, I thought 59
years was enough. I still like reading
about the other people’s things.
Raymond L. Shamblen
225 Viking Rd.
Charleston, WV 25302-4529

PASSED AWAY
Jim Eich passed away Sat 3-2303, word from Jim's brother-inlaw Lee Halbert.

E-mail: pou@indreg.com
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Koen’s POU
12 August 2002
Flying Flea friend,
If you take the effort to train
yourself, you will not regret
buying my HM14. HM14 only
for the fuselage, the rest is
inspired on the plans of the
HM360, which I already built
several times. That is the stick,
wings and rudder. I built this
HM14 for the pleasure of having
the sensations of my first flights
in HM14 (model 1934) between
1946 to 1953 again. Later I started building my first HM293.
During the time of the build up
of this HM14, I still had a
HM381. This double use and
the desire to built a HM293 for
my son Eric, made it necessary
to "redo" some money. I did this
by selling it to a friend of Mr.
Picot, who hardly used it
through incompetence and
later sold it to Mr. Picot. [ed.:
Mr. Picot told me that the fuel
tank was filled only ONCE when
the second owner had it]
The profile of the wings of the
HM360 is the 3.40.13, which is
the best adapted version for the
Flying Flea Formula. That is
why I did use the profile of the
HM14. I also used the wing
building method of the HM360,
which is more advanced and

designed by the experiences of
Saint Patron.
The HM14 must be the 10th
construction of me. The first
construction was made after
the Liberation, end 1944. The
first hops were done in the
spring of 1945. Currently I am
working on my 13th construction, a HM 380 two seater (80%
done).
In the case of a fuel tank in the
wing, the fuel tank in the fuselage will become the feeder by
feeding the major fuel tank (the
one in the wing) with a pump.
Fernard Noiset used a bicycle
pump, but why not use a electrical pump.
Before wishing you "good
flights" I recommend you a
handy and patient task. With
the Visa engine the airplane
flew wonderfull and thanks to
the dome it got a better finesse
(glide ratio), it cruised at ease at
95-100 km/h. 43 HP, it is a lot
more, maybe even a waste.
Remember the Bouquin: "The
less power one has, the better
pilot you become".
Friendly greetings,
B. Domont
Bernard DOMONT to KOEN
Two months after the meeting I am the VERY proud
owner of this HM14 with
folding HM360 wings. It is
the 10th construction by
the known French amateur
constructor
Bernard
Domont. Nice retro look,
isn't it?

Bernard DOMONT in France is
building his 13th POU.
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ON DISPLAY Continued from page 1

Front view of Elton’s plane on display.

Elton Barnum with his Flying Flea during construction. Above: The control panel of the HM-293.

and tail contrasted nicely with
the white wings and struts
“What a cute little airplane,”
someone said.
I had seen the engine type in
action before, screaming across
the Kansas sky (Ft. Riley Military
Reservation) like a ‘bat out of hell’.
They would often approach at
only 100 feet off of the deck and
doing 200/mph. A number of the
troopers were obliged to respond
with a middle-finger salute as we
slogged along through the heavy,
sticky, Kansas mud!
The engines were designed
with a high power-to-weight
ratio and were expendable They
powered the radio controlled
drones which were used by the
U. S. Army for photo-recon ops.
The little birds were painted red.

Barnum’s Flying Flea was previously a floor display at
the Sawyer International Airport in Gwinn, Michigan.

A number of the elevated range
sites were littered with red aluminum. “Okay, Barney, it’s your
choice. “
The placard identified the aircraft as a Pou du ciel/Flying
Flea. Model HM 293. Specs and
performance data are as follows:
Wing Span . . . . . . . . . . . . .20 ft.
Length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .14 ft.
Empty Wt. . . . . . . . . . . . .370 lbs.
Seats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
Construction Material: Wood,
metal, fabric.
Engine: McCullough 4-Cylinder,
2-cycle/72 hp.
Design cruise speed: 70 mph.
Folding wings.
Good slow flight characteristics.

Builder: Mr. Elton Barnum.
The aircraft was completed in
1996; inspected and licensed as
an amateur built experimental
airplane. The attractive display
was the work of EAA Chapter
850 of Marquette, Michigan.
It was at an EAA Chapter 439
meeting that I was first introduced to Mr. Barnum. The chapter was known then as the
“Michigamme” chapter and Barney was one of the founding
members. The licensed pilots in
the group regarded Barney as a
“pilot’s pilot.” Over the ensuing
years I would learn the truth of
the matter: a USMC combat
pilot in WWII and the Korean
Conflict; a test pilot specializing
in rotary wing aircraft. At the
Continued on pg. 6 - ON DISPLAY
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My POU in flight in Dunes.

Landray Visa-POU owned by Michel’s friend Riviere.
Briggs and Straton engine.

Bifly built in Montagris in 1994-1995.

The one you know (ex Mecano-POU). Hirth engine
(first flight was made by Pierre Mignet).

HM-293 of Rene Mouline, just before its maiden flight.

Then, in 2002, I built a HM-293
tri-gear for Mr. Faure from Limoges.
I cannot live without building
Fleas since I contracted the FlyingFlea virus, and therefore in June
2002 I started building a HM-360
for Jean-Loup Ribère, a helicopter
mechanic. More or less in the same
time-frame, my friend Laurent
Dereumaux, whom I had advised
when he had built a Bifly, purchased a half-built Criquet Léger.
When I inspected the quality of

HM-293 restored and trigeared by A.
Faure.

the construction, I advised him
against flying with such poorly
built wings, and I made a new pair
of wings for this airplane. I made
them the Mignet way, in other
words, 100% reliable.
In addition to Ribère's HM-360,
which is still in the process of construction, I also intend to restore a
HM-360, built by Bernard
Domont 10 years ago and which
only flew 2 hours.
I have a few more projects in
mind, building a two-seater,

building a very light Pou and
maybe also rebuilding my first
Pou, as I miss it. I also have a Butterfly kit that I would like to
assemble, but I do not have
enough time! And now, the new
Association and the new newsletter will also take some of my time,
but do not worry, I will manage, it
is my pleasure to do it!
Who said that some people do
not know how to pass their time?
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News From You
1 Feb 2003
Dear Sirs,
Good, Julius Junge kindly sent me the photocopy
enclosed of ULTRALIGHTS AND AMATEUR CONSTRUCTION. This missive, along with others, will
harp on exceptional care for free-style Pou advices.
Please note I’ve first underlined gushy Yves Millien
comments on single stick being “ideal” for giving
good control in flight. For confirmation of his
advices, he notes John Chotia adopted the single
stick for his WEEDHOPPER. However he omits the
information that John Chotia was killed while flying
one of his WEEDHOPPERS (ed: for unknown reasons
- probably unrelated to the single-stick). He also blatantly advises getting rid of instruments.
When I soloed in the 1930’s, the primitive operators all stated to forget the needle-and-ball because
“they never worked.” Odd - plainly they work by
immutable centrifugal forces! Conversely, “fly by the
seat of your pants.” This is misleading, particularly
in times of stress, and one can be skidding on turns
leading to stall conditions. He also states to get rid of
open cockpits. He may well find the turbulence may
well buffet the rudder into ineffectiveness. Please
note how an aggregate of aforementioned might be
accident causatives.
Conversely, we note extensive operations by Phil
Howell and Bruce Hutton whom are highly experienced pilots probably overcoming subconsciously
the inherent POU flight problems.
I lost one of the finest men ever, the late Georges
Cremieux in test hopping his designed, built and
piloted POU creation. He was a 100% Mignet disciple with limited experience all around. His characteristics differed vastly from Georges Jacquemin
who predicted Cremieux’s demise.
I can only suggest, use greatest care - and call on
me anytime about anything.
Sincerely,
Mr. Norman S. Benedict
801 Greenacre Dr.
Santa Maria CA 93455
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ON DISPLAY Continued from page 4
time (1984) Barney was flying both fixed and
rotary wing aircraft for the State of Michigan.
It seemed as if the “flying load” followed Barney
wherever he went. Flying a Beech T-34 Mentor on
forest fire patrol one day, Barney ended up low and
fast over a “blowout” trying to spot a fire crew who
were being cut off by the advancing flames. He got
their “bacon” out of the way.
On one of his last flights, for the Michigan State
DNR, Barney and a game biologist were up tracking the movements of the newly introduced
moose herd. “The weather was just awful; The
wind was gusting so high—believe me—you didn’t
even want to look out along the wings!”
Why build a Flying Flea? Barney’s initial
response came as a real surprise. Apparently, years
ago, there was this comic or newspaper strip character—let’s call him “Smilin’ Jack”—-who flew
around in a small, light weight aircraft—maybe a
Flea—and did good deeds; rescuing damsels in
distress, bringing the bad guys to justice, and so
on. Whoever he was, he made quite an impression
as far as Barney was concerned. If Barney hadn’t
built a Flying Flea, then he would have built a
Zodiac Cri-Cri, or Cricket.
Actually, one of the main reasons involved the
slow flight envelope of the Flea and the ability to
land and takeoff in short distances. When Barney
showed me his proposed runway, some serious
head scratching began.
The Flea project took shape slowly. It involved a
learning curve for Barney. How do you weld 4130
alloy steel tubing? Make your own prop? Design
you own tricycle gear? The EAA Chapter groups
provide a sound basis for this work. In the end Barney’s little bird was his own handiwork…a plans
built aircraft.
There is an old saying that goes something like
this: when we reach the end of life’s journey, the
only thing we possess of real value is our good
name and reputation. There is a Wall of Honor in
the Sawyer International Airport. One tiny block
reads:
ELTON BARNUM
Capt. USMCR. Hel Pilot. Evac Korea. SBD Pacif
“Blue skies,” Barney,
“Nothing but blue skies.”
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François MOREAU's
POU KIDS
School of Aeronautical Activities in France
Amateur FLYING FLEA
construction in France
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CLASSIFIEDS
1)Pou plans/book available. New, unused. $450
takes all, obo.
2) Butterfly/BiFly (lovely Belgian aluminum and
plastic ribbed Pou type Ultralight and pure
unobtainium!) Some still flying after 20+ years.
Originally $45 obo+shipping.
3) HM290-HM 293 (both Falconar and Grunberg
two sets). Each originally $75 obo+shipping.

http://www.chez.com/airetespace/
E-mail: air-et-espace@libertysurf.fr
Also see on: www.flyingflea.org

CD of 1994 Book
by Henri Mignet
(Three videos included on CD.
Original 665 page text in French,
with numerous pictures. Includes revised HM.14
plans. All HMs through HM.1000.)
$ U.S. 30
$ U.S. 5 postage and handling per CD
DON CAMPBELL
221 N LASALLE STE 3117
CHICAGO IL 60601-1553
Allow two weeks for delivery

See RAY BUCKLAND's taildragger MANX:
www.geocities.com/manxpilot
RAY says HI to all and notes that he has
"flown" 1933 BSA (his very first), 1926 Morgan Freeway, 1932 Morgan Super Sports
replica, and Hudson Grinnal Scorpion.
email: buckland@valkyrie.net
Freddy RIXHON's HM14
Web site: www.lafange.net
E-mail: hm14@lafange.net

4) The definitive book Henry Mignet and his Flying Fleas by the Brits Ken Ellis, and Geoff
Jones, out of print, now selling for only $180 on
the internet.
5) Falconar's HM360 originally $150 obo+shipping.
6) Also a good CD-rom of Flea photos and sites,
with the package only.
Thanks
Richard Penney 715-235-2190
E-mail: rcpenney@pressenter.com

Le POU du CIEL, the French newsletter
Superb publication directed by
Michel JACQUET, the Flying-Flea
Convention organizer
Subscriptions are available
(23 Euros for the year 2003)
Send subscriptions to:
Michel JACQUET
Amicale Prouducieliste
30 rue Boudon de St Amans
47240 BON-ENCONTRE
For more information:
Telephone: 05-53-68-06-94
E-Mail: M.Jacquet@free.FR
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P

aul PONTOIS in his Balerit with Galinette,
who is learning to co-pilot. Galinette tells
us that this is the only Flea she enjoys.

Guy Lebel is working (near completion)
on a replica of the HM-18. He saw one in
Old Rhinebeck and purchased the plans
from RCM, PO Box 487, Sierra Madre, CA
91025-0487 USA.
E-Mail: orders@rcmmagazine.com (ref: 852)
Personal E-mail: glebel@mondo.net

POU RENEW
c/o The Independent-Register
P.O. Box 255
Brodhead, WI 53520-0255
Address Service Requested
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R

odolphe GRUNBERG - Thanks for your
plans, passion and newsletters! (photo by
Paul PONTOIS)

See KOEN's expanded MIGNET pages on
Web site:
http://users.skynet.be/nestofdragons/
weird_08_mignet_main.htm
E-mail us your news, articles,
and photos: pou@indreg.com
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